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he had won an empire, discovers, when he meets the
button-moulder at the last cross-road, that he has
neither an empire nor a self. This time there is no
going round. His soul has no stamp of personality
upon it at all; it is fit for no better fate than the
melting-pot. Only in the waiting Solvejg's heart has
the real Peer Gynt been enshrined and preserved : the
great Peer Gynt that might have been. Here was the
empire he had missed, the only empire that matters,
the empire built on self-sacrificing love. Peer's
fantastic life was one long evil dream; the Peer of
Solvejg's dream is the reality. Thus Peer is saved
by Solve]g, as Goethe's Faust by Gretchen.
Such then is this northern Faust, the greatest and
richest poem of modern Norway. But Peer Gynt was
by no means received in the north with the acclamation
that had greeted Brand. The Danish critic Clemens
Petersen reviewed it in a way that showed no under-
standing for its meaning or its beauty. Ibsen's wrath
was stirred, and he wrote a letter of bitter indignation
to Bjornson, whom he suspected, I am afraid not
altogether wrongly, of sympathizing with Petersen's
attitude. For once, this most reserved and buttoned-
up of poets gave vent to his feelings. " My book is
poetry," he declared, " and if it isn't, it shall become
poetry. The idea of poetry in our land, in Norway,
will have to adapt itself to my book." He threatens
reprisals; he will turn photographer, and show his
enemies up in their true colours. And indeed his
next work, The Young Men's League, was a satiric
comedy; but as this drama opens a new phase of Ibsen's
work, that of his modern social dramas, I should prefer
first to consider the third of the trio of great poetic
dramas, namely, 'Emperor and Galilean^ which did not
see the light until 1873.
As a matter of fact, 'Emperor and Galilean is older in
its beginnings than Braaa. The plan of the drama
f
^es back to the summer of 1864.   All through Ibsen's
oman years he studied assiduously and read widely

